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Think NEXUS project 

The Internet of the future should be more open, provide better services, more intelligence, greater 

involvement and participation. It needs to reflect the European values”. EU’s Next Generation Internet 

initiative is a key opportunity to rethink the way the Internet works today and develop a vision involving 

voices from across Europe, the US, and beyond, an Internet that embodies the values Europe holds 

dear, such as openness, inclusivity, transparency, privacy and cooperation. 

Thinking globally, the NGI will be successful only if a worldwide consensus is found, enabling the internet 

a Human-centric process. To that end, collaboration between the EU and the US is essential, both areas 

being strongly committed to develop the future of Internet, to shape a sustainable landscape for NGI 

developments. Indeed, the NGI initiative should design specific actions for policy collaboration, shared 

technology development and interaction between user-communities, with other initiatives in the world 

where parts of the NGI infrastructure are designed and deployed; and the US are one of the main places 

where such activities are held. 

Think NEXUS aims to reinforce EU-US collaboration, through its dedicated think tank, involving major 

stakeholders (researchers, entrepreneurs, policy makers) from both sides of the Atlantic on NGI-related 

thematic in three Focus Areas: Science and Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Policy. 

Its mission is to become an important and lasting entity, involving stakeholders and disseminating NGI 

visions in a collaborative approach for tackling NGI challenges, and benefit society at large. More 

specifically, Think NEXUS is expected to boost the strategic research, industrial partnerships and policy 

compliances among the respective communities of the NGI areas and thus, result in substantial socio-

economic benefits in both the EU and US regions. 
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Executive Summary 

One of the most important objectives aimed by Think NEXUS is to share and spread out insights and 

recommendations set out by the members of the Expert Groups, comparing the European perspective against 

the United States, but also conveying into principles shared by both regions. To that end, the project 

established a plan to edit and release a collection of publications addressing relevant topics to the scope of 

each group, aligning with the priorities defined for the think tank in the series of deliverables outlining the 

strategy throughout the project lifetime - i.e. D1.2 (v1, January 2019), D1.3 (v2, October 2019) and D1.4 (v3, 

July 2020). 

This deliverable D3.4 gathers the publications released by the ‘Innovation & Entrepreneurship’ Expert Group. 
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1. Objective 

One of the most important objectives aimed by Think NEXUS is to share and spread out insights and 

recommendations set out by the members of the Expert Groups, comparing the European perspective against 

the context of the United States, but also conveying into principles and keystones shared by both regions. To 

that end, the project established a plan to edit and release a collection of publications addressing topics 

relevant to the scope of each group, aligning with the priorities defined for the think tank in the series of 

deliverables outlining the strategy throughout the project lifetime - i.e. D1.2 (v1, January 2019), D1.3 (v2, 

October 2019) and D1.4 (v3, July 2020). 

The series of deliverables D3.3, D3.4 and D3.5 assemble the repertoires/compendium of these publications, 

covering the research lines of Science & Technology, Innovation & Entrepreneurship, and Policy Expert 

Groups respectively. 

The types of publications considered in this scope are ‘Policy Briefs’ and ‘White Papers’, whose specifics are 

detailed below. 

1.1. Policy Briefs 

Policy briefs are short publications that present findings and recommendations of a single research topic to 

government policymakers and other stakeholders interested in formulating or influencing policy. These items 

must go to the point, based on firm evidence and framing the big picture. We can consider two basic types1: 

• Advocacy brief argues in favour of a particular course of action; 

• Objective brief gives balanced information for the policymaker to make up his/her mind. 

Think NEXUS targets advocacy briefs directed to the European Commission -most particularly to the Next 

Generation Internet Unit- with the ambition to identify friction points between Europe and the USA in critical 

aspects affecting the NGI vision and strategy. In addition, they shall also pinpoint and recommend specific 

measures to reinforce the Transatlantic cooperation in forthcoming funding programmes. 

Guidelines 

• Format: A4 sheets, containing between 2 and 4 pages of content (without template overheads) 

• Edition: Coordination by Expert Group chairs, with potential contribution from experts 

• Design: Common format, defining an attractive and professional style, including graphical material 

 
1 FAO, ‘Preparing Policy briefs’. www.fao.org/docrep/014/i2195e/i2195e03.pdf  

http://www.fao.org/docrep/014/i2195e/i2195e03.pdf
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Figure 1 – Design of Think NEXUS Policy Brief 

1.2. White Papers 

Contrasting policy briefs, white papers are informational documents part of a marketing strategy to promote or 

highlight findings about a particular product, service, technology or methodology. While brochures and other 

promotion materials are often oriented towards an eye-catching design, a white paper is intended to provide 

persuasive and factual evidence that a particular research topic is a superior approach or solution to a given 

problem or challenge. These in-depth, technical pieces of content are designed to discuss an issue or situation 

in detail. 

White papers offer a number of benefits2: 

• Education: A white paper educates the audience on a specific topic, such as a problem they may not 

have even been aware of; 

• Leads: By accessing the content of a particular white paper, readers may explore further about other 

research topics, generating leads for the Next Generation Internet and the Digital Agenda of the 

European Commission; 

• Leadership: By providing the expertise on a topic in hand, the editor establish itself as an authority 

and thought leader within the community. This helps to position a given initiative as the solution to the 

problem; 

 
2 Publicize, ‘The Ultimate Guide To Writing A White Paper’. https://publicize.co/guides/the-ultimate-guide-to-writing-a-
white-paper/  

https://publicize.co/guides/the-ultimate-guide-to-writing-a-white-paper/
https://publicize.co/guides/the-ultimate-guide-to-writing-a-white-paper/
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• Legitimacy: White papers are not based on mere speculation. It’s a well-researched document, 

backed up by data and the experience of experts. This builds legitimacy with the target audience; 

• Keystone Document: The paper can act as leverage for other activities emerging from the document, 

such as blog posts and webinars; 

 

Figure 2 – White Paper Characteristics vs Other Content (Source: Publicize) 

Think NEXUS edits white papers to elaborate savvy lines of research emerging from the Expert Groups, 

spreading the insights among the broader NGI community, persuading readers to realize about the need for a 

human-centric digital agenda and the influence of the EU-USA axis to make it possible. To this end, the papers 

follow a common scheme3: 1) definition of the problem or issue; 2) EU vision; 3) USA vision; 4) comparison 

between approaches and/or the strength of a joint cooperation. 

Guidelines 

• Format: A4 sheets, containing between 5 and 8 pages of content (without overheads) 

• Edition: Coordination by Expert Group chairs, with mandatory contribution from EU/ US experts 

• Design: Common format, defining an attractive and professional style, including graphical material 

 
3 Harvard Kennedy School, ‘White Papers and Briefing Books’. https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/files/hks-
communications-program/files/ho_herman_white-papers-briefing-books-ws_10_31_12.pdf  

https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/files/hks-communications-program/files/ho_herman_white-papers-briefing-books-ws_10_31_12.pdf
https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/files/hks-communications-program/files/ho_herman_white-papers-briefing-books-ws_10_31_12.pdf
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2. State of Play 

This deliverable D3.4 gathers the publications released by the ‘Innovation & Entrepreneurship’ Expert Group, 

taking as reference the research priorities identified in D1.3: 

• Digital Transformation: While the USA already works as a unified market removing key differences 

between online and offline worlds, breaking down the barriers to cross-border online activity, the 

digitisation of Europe is progressing at a different pace, hampered partially by the readiness level of 

the European ‘Digital Single Market’. 

• Data Economy: Data has become essential for economic growth, job creation and societal progress, 

but at the same time it remains a resource that is relatively little understood and conceptualised from 

both an economic and regulatory perspective. 

• Eastern Digital Challengers: Although the global economy’s shift to the East entails outstanding new 

market openings for European companies, it is also clear that part of this position is owed to generous 

state subsidies, significant market protection and a track record of unfair trade practices, commercial 

espionage and intellectual property right infringements. 

• Future of work: The challenge is twofold – 1) provide the instruments to upskill the workforce, 

concentrating on essential horizontal skills for the digital age, which must include new and stronger 

capabilities on emerging technologies; while 2) responding to the risks that accompany these non-

standard forms of work. 

• Human capital: A main challenge the Next Generation Internet must confront is the position and 

empowerment of Women in Digital. Increased participation of women in the tech sector would boost 

the economy and allow for their full participation in society. 

• Growth and inclusiveness: To achieve a robust digital economic fabric, the EU innovation policy 

framework must provide instruments to support disruptive or breakthrough innovation. 
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2.1. List of Publications 

Table 1 – References Publication #1 

Title 
Innovative Vertical Solutions Enabled by Next Generation Networks: A 
Case for EU-US Cooperation 

Type Policy Brief Date May 2020 

Experts 
Jacques Magen (Project Manager at AUSTRALO, and Board Member at the 5G 
Infrastructure Association), with representatives from the 5G Infrastructure 
Association, InterDigital, Nokia and Telenor4 

Open Access 
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Innovative-Vertical-
Solutions-Enabled-by-Next-Generation-Networks.pdf   

Bookmark Annex 1 

Rationale 

This publication conveys the relevance for keep pursuing for a bold agenda on next generation 

networks, which shall empower the digital transformation and market competitiveness of vertical 

industry sectors and SMEs. The paper recognizes the efforts made in Europe through the 5G 

Public-Private Partnership since 2014, but underlines to the European Commission the need for 

achieving a Transatlantic 5G test and deployment infrastructure that should be permanently and 

broadly accessible. Such infrastructure should be maintained with the latest 5G and beyond 

technology to allow and test 5G- and 6G-enabled vertical solutions to be deployed and 

commercialised in a 1-3-year time to market. 

If  Europe  and  the  US  were  to  cooperate  in  finding  a  solution  to  put  in  place  a  fair  global  

framework supporting the development of global 5G-enabled solutions for vertical sectors, such 

solutions could be deployed both in the EU and the US, i.e. the largest 5G markets, and could  

lead  to  global  solutions  and  global  standards  in  such  critical  domains  as  automated  cars, 

manufacturing, and public safety. 

A global EU-US 5G and beyond pre-commercial infrastructure should be put in place to provide 

industry with the capacity to test and deploy within 1 to 3 years, innovative and disruptive 5G and 

beyond-enabled vertical solutions. Such an infrastructure should be secure, trusted and implement 

“privacy by design”. 

The publication is endorsed by the leading position of industry players in the field, including the 

European association of 5G (i.e. 5G Infrastructure Association), InterDigital, Nokia and Telenor. 

 
4 NOTE: Some contributors to the publication requested to keep their privacy and not disclose their names 

https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Innovative-Vertical-Solutions-Enabled-by-Next-Generation-Networks.pdf
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Innovative-Vertical-Solutions-Enabled-by-Next-Generation-Networks.pdf
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Table 2 – References Publication #2 

Title A Path for EU-US Cooperation in 5G/6G 

Type White Paper Date June 2020 

Experts 
Jacques Magen (Project Manager at AUSTRALO, and Board Member at the 5G 
Infrastructure Association), with representatives from InterDigital, Nokia and 
Telenor4 

Open Access 
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/A-Path-for-EU-US-
Cooperation-in-5G6G_v2.pdf  

Bookmark Annex 2 

Rationale 

Complementing the previous policy brief, this white paper aims to raise awareness among the 

wider community of the role and opportunities of a joint Transatlantic agenda for 5G and 6G 

networks. The publication goes over a number of relevant topics, including (i) the current context, 

pointing out the geopolitical tension between Europe and the USA with China, with the largest 

telecommunications equipment manufacturer (Huawei); 

The EU and the US both consider 5G to be critical for technological sovereignty. 5G networks shall 

be secure and trusted and ensure privacy by design. 

(ii) the impact of the raising data economy on new ‘over-the-top’ business opportunities that will 

create stronger competitiveness for SMEs; 

5G is likely to bring disruption in business models in the 5G-enabled vertical sectors. Start-ups, 

spin-offs, and SMEs have a key role to play in the emergence of innovative solutions for 5G-

enabled vertical markets. 

(iii) pinpoint the necessity to define a Transatlantic framework to facilitate and shorten the time-to-

market of solutions and services, aiming for a stronger industrial ecosystem rather than an 

experimentation domain. 

A framework shall be available for designing EU-US joint initiatives and implementing projects 

focusing on the most relevant 5G and 6G issues to be addressed together by the EU and the US 

as soon as Horizon Europe kicks off.  A shorter time to market and a more industrial partnership 

ecosystem should be targeted. 

https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/A-Path-for-EU-US-Cooperation-in-5G6G_v2.pdf
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/A-Path-for-EU-US-Cooperation-in-5G6G_v2.pdf
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This publication led to the webinar ‘Advanced wireless networking 5G and beyond’56, having the 

participation of Glenn Ricart, CTO at US Ignite7, and Rui L. Aguiar, Chairman at the European 

Technology Platform for communications networks and services NetWorld20208. 

 

Table 3 – References Publication #3 

Title Empowering Women in Tech 

Type White Paper Date July 2020 

Experts 

Jose Gonzalez (CEO at AUSTRALO), Daniela B. Coutinho (Project Manager at 
SPI), Florence D. Hudson (Executive Director at Northeast Big Data Innovation 
Hub, Columbia University), Iwa Stefanik (Project Manager at F6S Network 
Limited) 

Open Access 
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Empowering-Women-in-
Tech.pdf  

Bookmark Annex 3 

Rationale 

The objective of this white paper is to draw attention to the role of women and other minorities in 

the tech industry. If Europe aims to become a worldwide referent for a fair and open Internet, it is 

undeniable that gender inequality poses a clear challenge for the Next Generation Internet. Europe 

requires to stand for a position that clearly wagers for balancing and reinforcing the digital 

competences and literacy of women to succeed in an increasingly digitalised and fast-changing 

labour market. 

This insufficient number of women in STEM fields has complex, multi-aspect explanations. Many 

studies suggest that the reality of discrimination, male favouritism, judgement, salary 

disadvantages or the need to fight the stereotype and labels is prevalent and hindering the 

expansion of women in tech. Women often say they are discouraged and feel inadequate or 

misjudged – told they are not fitting the ‘men’s world’ 

The paper reviews and compares the state of digital empowerment for women in Europe and the 

United States, relying on contributions exclusively from female digital leaders in the sector of NGI. 

 
5 Think NEXUS #Webinar: Advanced wireless networking 5G and beyond. 
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/news/think-nexus-webinar-advanced-wireless-networking-5g-and-beyond/  

6 Available at NGI YouTube channel. https://youtu.be/AEQ43Dm610w   

7 US Ignite. https://www.us-ignite.org/  

8 NetWorld2020. https://www.networld2020.eu/  

https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Empowering-Women-in-Tech.pdf
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Empowering-Women-in-Tech.pdf
https://thinknexus.ngi.eu/news/think-nexus-webinar-advanced-wireless-networking-5g-and-beyond/
https://youtu.be/AEQ43Dm610w
https://www.us-ignite.org/
https://www.networld2020.eu/
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To that end, Think NEXUS had the opportunity to count with the contribution from Florence D. 

Hudson, Executive Director at Northeast Big Data Innovation Hub9 (one of the four data hubs of 

the USA); as well as Iwa Stefanik, Project Manager at F6S10 (a global community with 4 million 

founders and startups) and Project Coordinator of the NGI mobility programme NGI Explorers11. 

The content of this white paper was so rooted to the values of the NGI that Think NEXUS organised 

a webinar as follow-up action, inviting to the experts who contributed to the publication, with the 

special participation of Monique Calisti, CEO at Martel and Coordinator of the NGI Outreach Office. 

 

Figure 3 – Speakers at Webinar ‘Empowering Women in Tech’ 

 

.  

  

 
9 Northeast Big Data Innovation Hub. https://nebigdatahub.org/  

10 F6S. https://www.f6s.com/  

11 NGI Explorers. https://explorers.ngi.eu/  

https://nebigdatahub.org/
https://www.f6s.com/
https://explorers.ngi.eu/
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3. Next Steps 

Think NEXUS will update the collection of publications herein contained with new releases until the project 

end, releasing a second version of this deliverable. The topics will take into consideration (i) the new research 

lines defined in D1.4; as well as (ii) the feedback and inputs provided by the European Commission and 

external reviewers of the project.  
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Annex 1 - Innovative Vertical Solutions Enabled by Next 
Generation Networks: A Case for EU-US Cooperation 
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Think NEXUS, an EC-funded project, aims at reinforcing EU-US collaboration on NGI-related 
topics in three focus areas: Science and Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Policy. 
The aim is to boost strategic research, industrial partnerships and policy compliances in order to 
gain socio-economic benefits in both the EU and US regions. 
In the framework of this project, we are regularly publishing several short articles aiming at 
comparing the US and the EU approaches in different topics of NGI. The present document is 
focusing on Artificial Intelligence.

Policy Brief writen by:
Think NEXUS Innovation & Entrepreneurship Expert Group
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Innovative Vertical Solutions Enabled by Next Generation Networks:

A Case for EU-US Cooperation

Even prior to the COVID-19 crisis that has highlighted the critical need for broad access 
to telecommunications networks, Europe had already decided to “enhance its industrial 
capacity in digital infrastructures” and more specifically “be a frontrunner in 6G networks”1. 
The Digital Strategy from the European Commission (EC) goes even further, by stating that 
“European technological sovereignty starts from ensuring the integrity and resilience of our 
data infrastructure, networks and communications” and that “Europe must invest more in the 
strategic capacities that allow us to develop and use digital solutions at scale and to strive for 
interoperability in key digital infrastructures, such as extensive 5G (and future 6G) networks”2 . 

In the US, President Trump signed in March 2020 a pair of bills, The Secure 5G and Beyond Act 
and The Broadband Deployment Accuracy and Technological Availability, designed to boost 
wireless and broadband networks by ensuring the availability and security of next generation 
networks in the country, recognising that “the need for connectivity is even more critical now that 
millions of Americans are teleworking and learning from home in response to the coronavirus 
pandemic”3 .

In parallel, because technological sovereignty is at stake, the EC also highlights that “the EU 
will remain open to anyone willing to play by European rules and meet European standards, 
regardless of where they are based”. This means that “businesses need a framework that allows 
them to start up, scale up, pool and use data, to innovate and compete or cooperate on fair 
terms”4 . The US has also recognised that 5G is critical to its technological leadership, placing it 
at the heart of the EU-China trade war, taking measures to prevent US deployment of network 
equipment from the Chinese manufacturer Huawei, and even considering buying one of the 
two leading European 5G equipment manufacturers Nokia or Ericsson5 . 

1 “A New Industrial Strategy for Europe”, European Commission, 10/03/2020, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/fs_20_425

2 “Shaping Europe’s Digital Future”, European Commission, 19/02/2020, https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-

digital-age/shaping-europe-digital-future_en

3 “Trump signs laws to boost 5G security, broadband availability”, CNET, 24/03/2020, https://www.cnet.com/google-amp/news/trump-signs-

5g-and-broadband-mapping-legislation-into-law

4 “Shaping Europe’s Digital Future”, Ibid.

5 See for example https://www.mobileworldlive.com/featured-content/home-banner/us-ag-moots-government-move-for-ericsson-nokia/ 

and https://www.lightreading.com/mobile/5g/attorney-general-barr-the-us-allies-should-take-nokia-or-ericsson-stake-for-5g/d/d-id/757341. 

A fair global framework needs to be put in place for businesses to start up, scale up, and 
innovate in 5G and beyond.
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This paper suggests a few specific solutions to support dedicated investment in key 5G and 
beyond domains and for key stakeholders – and explains why those solutions should preferably 
involve both the EU and the US.

Vertical sectors and 5G

Since its inception in 2014, the European 5G Public-Private Partnership (5G PPP), the largest 5G 
research & innovation initiative in the world with a combined public-private investment in the 
order of €3.5 billion6 , has had a strategic plan to involve vertical stakeholders in the projects, that 
were already connecting large players from the telecommunications and ICT ecosystem with 
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 

The main difference between 5G and the previous generations of telecommunications networks 
is that it is expected to be a major enabler of new vertical solutions and applications, in sectors 
such as transport and logistics, manufacturing, media and content, smart cities, agriculture, 
energy, healthcare, public safety and others: “a significant trend observed is the penetration of 
global 5G infrastructure across the range of end-user industries. The rising demand from various 
[vertical] applications […] has been recognized as the major drivers for the 5G infrastructure 
market growth”7 . By 2035, 5G may contribute up to $13.2 trillion potential global sales activity 
across multiple industry sectors enabled by 5G, representing 5% of global real output and 22.3 
million jobs generated by the 5G value chain8 .

Nevertheless, companies in a position to take advantage of 5G to develop next generation 
solutions and applications in vertical sectors are facing a series of issues. On the one hand, the 
lack of understanding of what 5G can actually bring and which 5G features they could or should 
use; on the other hand, the lack of an easily accessible 5G-ready test infrastructure that could be 
widely used for pre-commercial trials, leading in particular SMEs and start-ups to accelerate the 
deployment and commercialisation of innovative products.

The 5G PPP has been supporting the set-up of test beds, but they are still mostly designed as 
research infrastructures and operated by research organisations, and their access is limited and 
accessible either to the project partners or via open calls. The Canadian ENCQOR initiative is 
another example of such 5G test bed -which they call ‘5G corridor’, in their case implemented 
and run by large companies. But once again the access is limited by open calls on topics selected 
by those large companies9 . The latter example could however be relevant as the US, like Canada, 
tends to directly support SMEs and research organisations in cooperation with large industry, 
rather than funding large companies for research and innovation projects.

6  https://5g-ppp.eu/, https://5g-ppp.eu/the-5g-ppp-has-started/ 

7  “5G Infrastructure Market Size, Share and Analysis”, Fortune Business Insights, July 2019, 

https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/industry-reports/5g-infrastructure-market-100869 

8  “5G special report”, The Times, 19/02/2020, https://www.raconteur.net/5g-2020 

9  https://www.encqor.ca/ 

Vertical industrial sectors such as transport, manufacturing, smart cities, media, and 
others will be the main beneficiaries of 5G-enabled solutions.
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Promoting transatlantic 5G/6G related innovation partnerships

China is today’s world’s largest economy. The EU is in second place, and the U.S. is No. 3. According 
to forecasts, the EU and US economies together would represent 28.5% of the world share in 
2024, when China is projected to represent 21.4%10 . When it comes to 5G, although the largest 
market is currently the US, forecasts show that Europe is the fastest growing market, due to the 
large presence of large software providers and the high investment planned in 5G by carriers11 .

An EU-US cooperation would greatly strengthen the creation of 5G-enabled vertical solutions 
with global standards in key vertical sectors. Industrial partnerships involving all the pieces of 
the value chain of a given industrial sector should be encouraged and supported, as one of the 
means to achieve global success.

Indeed, to strengthen the know-how of large companies and SMEs working on vertical solutions, 
Open Innovation 5G partnerships can accelerate the market uptake of the technology. Such 
partnerships, if they were open to both Europe and the US, would not only strongly enhance the 
pool of expertise both in verticals and in 5G, but would also greatly facilitate the market access 
for innovators and entrepreneurs on both continents. Thanks to this approach, EU-US solutions 
could be quickly deployed both in Europe and in the US in sectors such as automotive, industry 
and media. If this were to happen, those solutions could become global standards and provide 
European and American industries with a great advantage against competition from China 
and the rest of the world. This would certainly support the willingness of the EU to be “able to 
forge global high-quality standards which bear the hallmark of Europe’s values and principles”, 
allowing Europe to “strengthen [its] strategic autonomy and industrial competitiveness”12 . 

If Europe and the US were to cooperate in finding a solution to put in place a fair global 
framework supporting the development of global 5G-enabled solutions for vertical sectors, 
such solutions could be deployed both in the EU and the US, i.e. the largest 5G markets, and 
could lead to global solutions and global standards in such critical domains as automated 
cars, manufacturing, and public safety.

With this global digital market, technology innovators could help entrepreneurs working 
in vertical sectors better adapt and evolve their products with the latest 5G/6G features, thus 
delivering solutions that would always be at the cutting edge of innovation -while still in time 
for market. Those innovation and business partnerships would indeed benefit from the research 
and innovation performed by EU and US research organisations, already interacting heavily 
with SMEs and large industry via bilateral and multilateral agreements, often supported by the 
relevant public authorities, each with their own policy.

10 “Largest Economies in the World”, The Balance, 18/03/2020, https://www.thebalance.com/world-s-largest-economy-3306044

11 “A New Industrial Strategy for Europe”, Ibid. 

12 “Global 5G Market Size, Status and Forecast 2018-2025”, Valuates Report, August 2019,  https://reports.valuates.com/sreport/QYRE-Othe-

0Z147/global_5g_market; “5G Infrastructure Market - Growth, Trends and Forecast (2020 - 2025)”, Mordor Intelligence, 2019, https://www.

mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/5g-infrastructure-market
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13  “OECD SME and Entrepreneurship Outlook 2019”, https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/8ac063a4-en.pdf 

14 Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE), https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/future-internet-research-and-

experimentation; Global Environment for Networking Innovations  (GENI), https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=501055; 

EU-US joint development of advanced wireless research platform targeting new connectivity frontiers beyond 5G (EMPOWER), https://

www.advancedwireless.eu/; Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR), https://advancedwireless.org/. 

5G and beyond EU-US cooperation should encourage participation from industry, both 
large companies and SMEs, and focus on technology – vertical partnerships.

Setting up an EU-US 5G test and deployment infrastructure 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and entrepreneurship are essential drivers of 
economic and social well-being. According to OECD, they represent 99% of all businesses, 
generate about 60% of employment and total between 50% and 60% of value added in the 
OECD area. Moreover, “Digital technologies are opening up new opportunities for young firms 
and SMEs to innovate and grow”13 . SMEs have an important role to play in developing, piloting, 
and deploying 5G technologies, both to help with disruptive technologies and to address the 
needs of various vertical sectors.

Providing industry – and  in particular SMEs – with a 5G infrastructure that allows them to test 
and deploy their vertical products, solutions and applications in an environment that is similar to 
(future) commercial 5G networks, will ensure that those solutions can be immediately deployed 
and commercialised both in Europe and in the US. This would provide European and American 
SMEs with a competitive advantage in key sectors benefiting from 5G to innovate and invent the 
automotive of the future, the plant of the future, and the media of the future.

The importance of test infrastructures has already been recognised for a long term as a key asset 
of EU-US cooperation in the telecommunications sector. A long-term cooperation has been 
going on between the EU FIRE initiative and the US GENI programme; and the main running 
EU-US cooperation in the 5G and beyond domain focuses on advanced wireless infrastructures, 
with the EU EMPOWER project and the US PAWR initiative14 . This joint cooperation has been 
focusing on medium to long term needs.

What is required is an infrastructure that would serve the needs of industry in the key stage 
where innovative solutions should be tested on a large scale before their actual deployment 
on commercial networks. Such a « pre-commercial » infrastructure would allow innovators and 
entrepreneurs to test their solutions on platforms that would be like the commercial network 
that will be available in the next 1 to 3 years.

To solve this, a global 5G business-oriented test infrastructure shall be put in place. This 
infrastructure should be permanently and broadly accessible and be maintained with the 
latest 5G and beyond technology to allow and test 5G- and 6G-enabled vertical solutions to be 
deployed and commercialised in a 1-3-year time to market. Of course, such an infrastructure 
should consider using already existing public, private or public-private test beds, if they are (or 
become) interoperable with each other.
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The main reason for the US Government to ban Huawei network equipment was to declare 
that there were risks that information circulating on the network via this equipment was being 
disclosed and sent to the Chinese Government15 . The implementation of GDPR, the General 
Data Protection Regulation, imposed by the EU as a global standard, has demonstrated if 
needed that user privacy and data protection in general is considered as a priority in Europe. 
There is therefore an opportunity for both the EU and the US to implement security and “privacy 
by design” features in this infrastructure16 .

Policy implications

The main condition for setting up a sustainable 5G (and later 6G) pre-commercial test and 
deployment infrastructure is the active involvement of the stakeholders that are participating 
in the development and deployment of the commercial networks. This includes equipment 
manufacturers and telecommunications operators.

The main condition for establishing technology – vertical partnerships is the active involvement 
of all stakeholders involved in developing solutions for vertical sectors. The involvement of key 
industrial actors in vertical sectors is required, as they will be the main ‘end-users’ and will also 
be the ones commercializing solutions. They will also likely be in some cases operating specific 
infrastructures dedicated to serving customers in their own sector. The participation of SMEs is 
critical to achieve innovation and even disruption on vertical sectors, both in technology and in 
vertical solutions.

One of the conditions for making those industrial partnerships possible is the involvement of 
public authorities. Both the set-up of the test and deployment infrastructure and the promotion 
of the industrial partnerships should be strongly supported by public authorities. In Europe, the 
EC should be the driving force, reinforced by individual roadmaps from each Member State. This 
would allow speeding up both the set-up of the test and deployment infrastructure and allowing 
local access for SMEs. In the US, PAWR and NSF could play a role in mobilising US industry, as 
well as the local authorities that already have 5G roadmaps and infrastructures already deployed 
or planned. 

A global EU-US 5G and beyond pre-commercial infrastructure should be put in place to 
provide industry with the capacity to test and deploy within 1 to 3 years, innovative and 
disruptive 5G and beyond-enabled vertical solutions. Such an infrastructure should be 
secure, trusted and implement “privacy by design”.

15  Many articles were published on this subject; one of them states that for example that “the US always suspected Huawei of using its 

technology to spy on other countries for the Chinese government”, cf. https://marketrealist.com/2019/06/why-the-us-ban-on-huawei-is-

probably-here-to-stay/ 

16  For further details on “privacy by design”, see for example

https://www.ericsson.com/en/reports-and-papers/white-papers/privacy-in- mobile-networks 
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17 “A New Industrial Strategy for Europe”, Ibid.

18  https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-innovation-hubs

Involving all those private and public stakeholders would be consistent with the EU industrial 
strategy, stating that “[such] efforts should be supported by policies and financial instruments 
at EU and national level, as well as the private sector. Those who move first and move fastest will 
hold the greater competitive advantage”17 .

As already stated, the involvement of SMEs will be a key to the success of such an endeavour. 
Local access to the infrastructure, as well as local support and encouragement to establish 
partnerships, shall be made available. The Digital Innovation Hubs18 (DIHs), that will be deployed 
at EU level in the coming months and years, shall prove to be a key instrument in providing 
such services to SMEs -and could take advantage of the upcoming European network of DIHs to 
liaise with relevant counterparts in the US.

A main condition for success is to involve all stakeholders required to achieve success: 
industry (large companies and SMEs, both technological and verticals), research 
organizations, and public authorities, at European and national level in the EU, and at 
Federal and local level in the US.

Local access and support should be provided to SMEs. In the EU, this role could be 
performed by the Digital Innovation Hubs.
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Think NEXUS, an EC-funded project, aims at reinforcing EU-US collaboration on NGI-related 
topics in three focus areas: Science and Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Policy. 
The aim is to boost strategic research, industrial partnerships and policy compliances in order to 
gain socio-economic benefits in both the EU and US regions. 
In the framework of this project, we are regularly publishing several short articles aiming at 
comparing the US and the EU approaches in different topics of NGI. The present document is 
focusing on Artificial Intelligence.
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The fifth generation of mobile networks, or 5G, is of strategic importance for the global 
economy. The COVID-19 crisis is only demonstrating this further, as assessed by the Croatian EU 
Presidency calling the European Commission to put forward a revised Action Plan for 5G and 6G, 
to “set the right framework to enable operators all stakeholders to invest in the most advanced 
5G network and service solutions, in line with competition law principles, and to incentivise 
European companies to start developing and building technology capacities in 6G” [1].

The EU, in its planned “transition towards climate neutrality and digital leadership in an ever-
changing and ever more unpredictable world” [2], considers that “connectivity is the most 
fundamental building block of the digital transformation” and that “European technological 
sovereignty starts from ensuring the integrity and resilience of our data infrastructure, 
networks and communications” [3]. The US has also recognised that 5G is critical to its 
technological leadership, placing it at the heart of the EU-China trade war, taking measures to 
prevent US deployment of network equipment from the Chinese manufacturer Huawei, and 
even considering buying one of the two leading European 5G equipment manufacturers Nokia 
or Ericsson1.

Another major concern is the security and privacy of 5G networks. The main reason for the 
US Government to ban Huawei network equipment was to declare that there were risks that 
information circulating on the network via this equipment was being disclosed and sent to the 
Chinese Government2. President Trump signed on March 23, 2020, the “Secure 5G and Beyond Act 
of 2020”, which is aiming at developing a “strategy to:  (1) ensure the security of next generation 
mobile telecommunications systems and infrastructure in the United States; and (2) assist allies 
and strategic partners in maximizing the security of next generation mobile telecommunications 
systems and infrastructure”. According to the US House Energy and Commerce Committee, the 
bill is “critical to ensuring that […] networks are secure and trusted” [7]. The EU had already 
launched a couple of months before an “EU toolbox” to ensure security in 5G networks [4].

The implementation of GDPR, the General Data Protection Regulation, imposed by the EU as a 
global standard, has demonstrated if needed that user privacy and data protection in general 
is considered as a priority in Europe. Besides, “for 5G to succeed on a mass scale, there must 
be mutual agreement and trust among the various stakeholders such as the end-user, network 
operators, app developers, and device manufacturers” [5].  Such a feature should be implemented 
directly in networks, thus ensuring an “end-to-end privacy by design” [6].

A Path for EU-US 
Cooperation in 5G/6G 

1 See for example https://www.mobileworldlive.com/featured-content/home-banner/us-ag-moots-government-move-for-ericsson-nokia/ 
and https://www.lightreading.com/mobile/5g/attorney-general-barr-the-us-allies-should-take-nokia-or-ericsson-stake-for-5g/d/d-
id/757341. 

2 Many articles were published on this subject; one of them states that for example that “the US always suspected Huawei of using its 
technology to spy on other countries for the Chinese government”, cf. https://marketrealist.com/2019/06/why-the-us-ban-on-huawei-is-
probably-here-to-stay/ 
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The EU and the US both consider 5G to be critical for technological sovereignty. 5G networks 
shall be secure and trusted and ensure privacy by design.

Based on those commonalities, this note explores opportunities for the EU and the US to 
cooperate in 5G and 6G.

Where do we stand?

The global market for 5G technology is projected to reach $667.90 Billion by 2026. By 2035, 5G 
may contribute up to $13.2 trillion potential global sales activity across multiple industry sectors 
enabled by 5G, representing 5% of global real output and 22.3 million jobs generated by the 5G 
value chain [8].

Today, the largest telecommunications equipment manufacturer is Chinese (Huawei), followed 
by two European companies (Nokia and Ericsson) and another Chinese company (ZTE). Reports 
diverge on forecasting who will eventually be leading the 5G infrastructure market, but some see 
Huawei and therefore China well positioned to see the most economic gains from the 5G roll-out 
[8]. Recent measures from the US to ban Huawei from selling their equipment in the country 
and their request to “allied countries” to act in a similar manner, may eventually change the 
situation, although so far it has only slowed down their pace of share growth [9]. The criticality 
of 5G, as highlighted above, along with the fact that Huawei is able to offer lower price for 5G 
equipment than main competitors Nokia and Ericsson because “Huawei [is] a key beneficiary 
of China subsidies” [10], explains why 5G has become one of the main issues of the US-China 
trade war. In EU terms, the transition to the digital economy “will take place in a time of moving 
geopolitical plates which affect the nature of competition” [2].

There has also been growing concerns with China in the EU. In October 2020, a new EU regulation 
will come into force to strengthen and coordinate defences against foreign direct investment 
(FDI) that may be unwelcome on national security and public order grounds. This has been 
drafted specifically with China in mind. According to a close observer of EU-China trade, “5G 
has been an enormous wake-up call […] China acquired the technology and rapidly built up a 
company to exploit it to the point of global near-domination” [11].

Investment in 5G and 6G infrastructures shall and will continue. As rightfully stated in the 
EU industrial strategy plan, “the successful roll-out of highly secured and state-of-the-art 5G 
network will be a major enabler for future digital services and be at the heart of the industrial 
data wave. Europe must now invest if it wants to be a frontrunner in 6G networks” [2]. Besides its 
“Secure 5G and Beyond Act of 2020”, President Trump also signed the “Broadband Deployment 
Accuracy and Technological Availability Act” that will help the US get a map of where investment 
is more needed in terms of infrastructure [7]; and the EU is committed to “invest more in the 
strategic capacities that allow us to develop and use digital solutions at scale and to strive for 
interoperability in key digital infrastructures, such as extensive 5G (and future 6G) networks” [3].
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There are opportunities ahead

The 5G infrastructure market alone is estimated between $45 and $60 Billion by 2026-2027 [13]. 
Although representing only less than 10% of the whole projected 5G market, it is critical because it 
will set part of the standards by which the 5G-enabled products and solutions will be developed. 
But it also means that more than 90% of the market enabled by the implementation and 
deployment of 5G lies beyond network infrastructure.

The telecommunications market has been stable since 2018 and will likely remain stable in the 
coming years [14]. On the other hand, “a significant trend observed is the penetration of global 
5G infrastructure across the range of end-user industries. The rising demand from various 
[vertical] applications […] has been recognized as the major drivers for the 5G infrastructure 
market growth” [15]. 

By 2035, $13.2 trillion potential global sales activity across multiple industry sectors may be 
enabled by 5G, representing 5% of global real output and 22.3 million jobs [8]. Besides Information 
and Communications Technologies (ICT), the sectors most impacted by 5G are likely to be 
transport and logistics, manufacturing, media and content, smart cities, agriculture, energy, 
healthcare, and public safety. Automated cars, augmented and virtual reality, and solutions for 
smart cities are already the most promising domains in terms of 5G trials3. Those are expected 
to be the first sectors where 5G-enabled solutions will transform the life of business and citizens, 
but they will be followed by many others. The transformation in some sectors may be drastic, 
e.g. in manufacturing where the entire manufacturing process may be automated with smart 
devices, from design to distribution, leading to “smart factories” [12].

There are therefore many opportunities that will open soon in vertical markets, thanks to 5G. This 
was anticipated by the EU 5G Public-Private Partnership (5G PPP), that has since its inception 
implemented a strategic plan to involve gradually vertical stakeholders in the projects, along 
with players from the telecommunications and ICT ecosystem4 .

Although a large share of those vertical markets is likely to be captured by incumbent players, 
the progressive arrival of 5G is likely to bring disruption in business models for incumbent 
operators and verticals alike. While opportunities will surely arise for large, well-positioned market 
participants, there should also be opportunities for agile and flexible SMEs who have mastered 
the key technologies and services that enable the new business models emerging from the 
deployment of 5G not only in the telecommunications ecosystem but also in the 5G-enabled 
vertical sectors. Besides SMEs well positioned in technology, SMEs well introduced in vertical 
sectors shall be the first to find new opportunities from the introduction of 5G in their business. 
Large companies could also form dedicated alliances or joint ventures composed e.g. of 5G 
expertise along with knowledge of a given vertical market, or support spin-offs take advantage of 
those emerging opportunities. Similarly, universities and research institutes may form spin-offs 
with a similar objective in mind.

3 Automotive, broadcasting & media and smart cities are among the primary sectors addressed in the EU 5G Public-Private Partnership, 
cf. https://5g-ppp.eu/. 5G for cooperative, connected and automated mobility (CCAM) was even the subject of a specific call for 
proposals, cf. https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topic-details/ict-18-2018

4  https://5g-ppp.eu/
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Whatever the case, innovation and entrepreneurship have a key role to play in grabbing 
some of the 5G related opportunities ahead. This might be leading to large growth and global 
leadership for those start-ups, spin-offs or SMEs who will be the first ones to take this path i.e. 
use 5G technology to develop new and innovative solutions and applications in the vertical 
markets or to develop disruptive solutions to reach new markets.

5G is likely to bring disruption in business models in the 5G-enabled vertical sectors. Start-
ups, spin-offs, and SMEs have a key role to play in the emergence of innovative solutions for 
5G-enabled vertical markets.

Promoting such an industry- and SME-driven approach is consistent with the EU industrial 
strategy plan that promotes industry to “become the accelerator and enabler of change and 
innovation” and stresses that the plan is “entrepreneurial in spirit and in action” [2], and by the 
new EU SME strategy that considers that “Europe’s 25 million small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) are the backbone of the EU economy [and are] central to the EU’s twin transitions to a 
sustainable and digital economy” [16].

Besides, SMEs are very often suppliers of key elements in solutions commercialised by large 
industry. Focusing on SMEs would then indubitably also benefit those large players. This is 
highlighted for example by OECD, that stresses that “when the role of SMEs as suppliers of inputs 
to larger direct exporters is taken into account, the importance of SMEs as exporters increases 
considerably. […] The significance of indirect channels is especially important for independent 
SMEs (i.e. those not owned by a larger domestic firm or foreign firm)” [17].

Case for an EU-US cooperation in 5G and beyond

To summarise the current situation, the emergence of 5G network infrastructures is opening 
potential opportunities for developing innovative and disruptive solutions for vertical sectors 
enabled by 5G, e.g. in automotive, media, or smart cities. This is where a cooperation between EU 
and the US could prove most fruitful.

Addressing and accessing global markets is essential for success, especially when it comes 
to start-ups, spin-offs, and SMEs. According to OECD, “relative to their share of overall activity 
and employment, SMEs account for only a small proportion of exports. In most OECD economies 
SMEs account for 99% of all firms, around two-thirds of total employment and over half of […] 
overall exports” [17]. Although this may be leveraged when adding indirect channels i.e. via large 
companies, this remains especially true for start-ups and spin-offs, and when SMEs are trying 
to reach or trigger new markets.

According to 2018 estimates by the International Monetary Fund, China is the world’s largest 
economy. The European Union is in second place, and the U.S. is No. 3. The three combined 
represent 50% of the world economy. No other economy is even close to the top three. According 
to forecasts, the EU and US economies together would represent 28.5% of the world share in 
2024, when China is projected to represent 21.4% [18].

When it comes to 5G, although the largest market is currently the US, forecasts show that Europe 
is the fastest growing market, due to the large presence of large software providers and the high 
investment planned in 5G by carriers [19]. 
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The EU and the US represent the two largest 5G markets in the world. Addressing and 
accessing global markets is essential for success, especially for start-ups and spin-offs, as 
well as for SMEs trying to reach or trigger new markets.

According to the EU industrial strategy, “the openness of Europe’s economy is at the source of its 
prosperity and competitiveness. Although EU industry is highly integrated in global value chains 
and operates globally, the EU should not be naïve to threats to fair competition and trade. […] This 
distortion is often coupled with a lack of reciprocal access for European firms to the home country 
markets of foreign, state-owned companies” [2]. Moreover, EU’s Digital Strategy states that “the 
EU will remain open to anyone willing to play by European rules and meet European standards, 
regardless of where they are based”. Such a cooperation shall take place in “a framework that 
allows [businesses] to start up, scale up, pool and use data, to innovate and compete or cooperate 
on fair terms” [3]. All of these lay the foundations for a strengthened cooperation in 5G and 6G 
between EU and the US.

Much has been done all over Europe in recent years to support SMEs and encourage 
entrepreneurship and innovation, both at European level and at national level. Examples 
include the Eurostars programme, focusing on innovative projects led by R&D performing SMEs, 
the StartUp Europe initiative that aims at connecting high tech start-ups, scaleups, investors, 
accelerators, corporate networks, universities and the media, and the new Digital Innovation 
Hubs that aim to help companies improve their processes, products and services through the 
use of digital technologies.

The EU industrial strategy plan is looking at putting in place “the right conditions for entrepreneurs 
to turn their ideas into actions and for companies of all sizes to thrive and grow”, and plans to 
“step up investment in disruptive and breakthrough research and innovation [and] accept 
failure along the way” [2]. New initiatives are being started to achieve this, such as the Enhanced 
European Innovation Council (EIC) pilot, that supports top-class innovators, entrepreneurs, 
small companies and scientists with bright ideas and the ambition to scale up internationally, 
or the InvestEU programme, that will give an additional boost to investment, innovation and job 
creation in Europe5.

Still, Europe, known for its scientific excellence and technological innovation, needs to “shift [EU’s] 
mind-set from risk averse to failure tolerant” to allow successful start-ups to scale up globally [2]. 
This, on the other hand, has been for a long time one of the strengths of the US. All the famous 
FAANGs (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google) originated as start-ups and found the 
right environment to scale up and become global leaders. One of the reasons for this success 
is that “the US provides innovation-friendly framework conditions and its investment climate 
makes it an attractive place to commercialize innovative products, services and solutions” [20] 
and has done so for a long time.

The EU and the US will best cooperate in 5G and beyond by building on each other’s strengths 
and markets.

5 https://www.eurostars-eureka.eu/, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/startup-europe, https://ec.europa.eu/research/eic/, 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/jobs-growth-and-investment/investment-plan-europe-juncker-plan/whats-next-investeu-
programme-2021-2027_en
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6   https://www.openranpolicy.org/
7   Future Internet Research and Experimentation (FIRE), https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/future-internet-research-and-

experimentation; Global Environment for Networking Innovations  (GENI), https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_
id=501055; EU-US joint development of advanced wireless research platform targeting new connectivity frontiers beyond 5G 
(EMPOWER), https://www.advancedwireless.eu/; Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR), https://advancedwireless.org/

The COVID-19 crisis is showing two things: SMEs are hit hard and must be supported in the long 
term to restart; and global cooperation is necessary when the solution can only be global [21]. 
These two points can and should be applied to foster the emergence of new industrial leaders 
enabled by 5G and beyond. 

Global cooperation is one of the main elements that should be promoted, and the EU and the 
US can and should play a key role in this. The US have already initiated such a global cooperation 
in the 5G domain by supporting the emergence of an “Open RAN Policy Coalition”6. Despite the 
growing presence of China, the EU and US, along with other partner countries such as Japan and 
Korea, still play an essential role in international bodies related to 5G and 6G such as ITU, GSMA, 
NGMN and in standardisation organisations such as ETSI (including 3GPP), IEEE and IETF.

“The future is bright and we’re about to see the world change before our very eyes. However, 
the 5G revolution will take 10 years to be set up” [8]. This summarises well the duration of the 
investment that must be made. An EU-US cooperation in 5G and beyond would greatly benefit 
from being built on the long term.

An EU-US cooperation in 5G and beyond should aim global and be built on the long term.

What next?

In the telecommunications sector, the cooperation between the EU and the US has been mainly 
focusing on research infrastructures. A long-term cooperation has been going on between the 
EU FIRE initiative and the US GENI programme. The main running EU-US cooperation in the 
5G and beyond domain focuses on advanced wireless infrastructures, with the EU EMPOWER 
project and the US PAWR initiative7.

To pursue the opportunities highlighted in this paper, a renewed cooperation between the 
EU and the US in 5G and beyond shall primarily address a shorter time to market and a more 
industrial ecosystem. Such a framework would then be used to promote the most relevant issues 
for an EU-US cooperation in 5G and beyond. Large industry and research organisations could 
work together e.g. to promote global standards and provide the infrastructures and the platforms 
required to develop and test 5G/6G-enabled products and applications, and SMEs could then be 
encouraged and supported to use those infrastructures and platforms to develop innovative and 
disruptive 5G-enabled solutions in key vertical industrial sectors. Industrial partnerships involving 
all the pieces of the value chain of a given industrial sector should be encouraged and supported.

The “Roadmap for EU -USA S&T cooperation” signed in August 2017 [20] could be amended to 
reflect the possibility to define and implement a long-term cooperation allowing for joint short 
and medium-term industry-oriented actions. 
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Another option would be to include the possibility for such an action at international level in 
the coming EU Action Plan for 5G and 6G. This would provide the framework for designing 
joint initiatives and projects focusing on the most relevant 5G and 6G issues to be addressed 
together by the EU and the US.

This should happen now, so that implementation can start when Horizon Europe is kicked off. 
Indeed, time is of the essence in the global 5G and beyond competition, and more generally 
in the digital industry, where “those who move first and move fastest will hold the greater 
competitive advantage” [2].

A framework shall be available for designing EU-US joint initiatives and implementing 
projects focusing on the most relevant 5G and 6G issues to be addressed together by the 
EU and the US as soon as Horizon Europe kicks off. A shorter time to market and a more 
industrial partnership ecosystem should be targeted.

Once this framework is available, implementation shall involve all the relevant stakeholders, i.e. 
industry (large companies, mid-sized companies, SMEs, start-ups, spin-offs), public authorities 
(in Europe, the EC and the Member States, including whenever relevant regional authorities 
especially when they support innovation and entrepreneurship at local level), and the related 
SME support and financial ecosystem (in Europe the European Investment Bank, Venture 
Capital, local SME support structures e.g. Digital Innovation Hubs, etc.). Such an approach would 
be consistent with the EU industrial strategy stating that “these efforts should be supported by 
policies and financial instruments at EU and national level, as well as the private sector” [2]. One 
of the interesting options to ensure the participation of all relevant stakeholders in the EU would 
be to involve the upcoming Smart Networks & Services Public-Private Partnership.

The implementation of the 5G and beyond EU-US joint framework shall involve all the 
relevant stakeholders, i.e. industry, public authorities, and the related SME support and 
financial ecosystem, at EU and national level.
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Think NEXUS, an EC-funded project, aims at reinforcing EU-US collaboration on NGI-related 
topics in three focus areas: Science and Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship and Policy. 
The aim is to boost strategic research, industrial partnerships and policy compliances in order to 
gain socio-economic benefits in both the EU and US regions. 
In the framework of this project, we are regularly publishing several short articles aiming at 
comparing the US and the EU approaches in different topics of NGI. The present document is 
focusing on Artificial Intelligence.

Authors: 

Daniela B. Coutinho, Project Manager @SPI; Jose Gonzalez, CEO @AUSTRALO

Florence D. Hudson, Founder and CEO @FDHint; Executive Director @Northeast Big Data 

Innovation Hub (Columbia University)

Iwa Stefanik, Project Manager @F6S Network Limited; Coordinator @H2020 NGI Explorers

Jose Gonzalez, CEO @AUSTRALO; Coordinator @Think NEXUS-Innovation & Entrepreneurship
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“More women can and must have re-warding careers in tech, and European tech needs to 
benefit from women’s skills and competences”. Such statement, extracted from the vision 
of the European Commission in its Digital Strategy for the period 2020-20251 - which is one of 
President von der Leyen’s flagship initiatives-, must be seen as a transverse priority across the 
four streams of action shaping such agenda. Gender inequality represents a clear challenge for 
the Next Generation Internet, that requires balancing and reinforcing the digital competences 
and literacy of women to succeed in an increasingly digitalised and fast-changing labour market. 
To become a trusted digital leader rooted in values of openness, fairness, diversity, democracy 
and sustainability, Europe must undertake the commitment to empower women in tech.

This white paper reviews and compares the state of digital empowerment for women in Europe 
and the United States, relying on contributions exclusively from female digital leaders in the 
sector of NGI.

The initiation of women in technology and computer science can be tracked back to World 
War Two (WWII), when Grace Hopper, a mathematics professor and navy officer, created a first 
complier programme which paved the way for modern coding language. During WWII, hundreds 
of women were hired by the military to solve complex calculations and improve the accuracy 
of weapons. Towards the end of WWII, a group of women was working for a top-secret project, 
which consisted of the development of an electronic numerical integrator and computer (ENIAC) 
– modern computer’s prototype. 

After WWII, the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) field experienced a 
growth phase and in the 1950s and 1960s many women worked on building software (seen as 
mindless background work), while men were specialised in hardware engineering. In 1967, the 
Cosmopolitan magazine published an article advertising computer science as an exciting career 
choice for women, which represented the start to the first big increase of women in tech. Over 
the 1970s, the number of women majoring in computer science degrees steadily increased and 
by 1984 it accounted for 37% in the U.S. and Europe (nearly twice of what it is today). 
However, in the 1980s, the computer revolution brought the software engineering back to men. 
The technology field shifted and due to emerging cultural stereotypes and lack of attempts to 
balance the gender and wage gap, the field became extremely male dominated. 

Foreword

The EU perspective

1 Shaping Europe’s digital future”. European Commission, 2020: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-shaping-
europes-digital-future-feb2020_en_4.pdf 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-shaping-europes-digital-future-feb2020_en_4.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-shaping-europes-digital-future-feb2020_en_4.pdf
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Pop culture portrayed nerds and computer geniuses solely as men while women appeared in 
media as product models and ‘perfect wives’. Men like Bill Gates or Steve Jobs became icons of 
the expanding industry; while the image of women in tech and computer science was lacking. 

Today, the number of female computer science majors holds steadily at around 17%, and only 
about a quarter of all STEM jobs are occupied by women worldwide. Women are leaving the tech 
world at twice the rate as men and there is a visible underrepresentation of them in science, 
technology, and engineering2 .  
This insufficient number of women in STEM fields has complex, multi-aspect explanations. 
Many studies suggest that the reality of discrimination, male favouritism, judgement, salary 
disadvantages or the need to fight the stereotype and labels is prevalent and hindering the 
expansion of women in tech. Women often say they are discouraged and feel inadequate or 
misjudged – told they are not fitting the ‘men’s world’.  

The European Commission (EC) and other European organisations increasingly recognise and 
highlight the existing gender gap in technology. There are plenty of long established and new 
regulations, campaigns and policies designed specifically to reduce the imbalance, and to invite, 
encourage, and support the role of women in technology and science. More and more resources 
are offered to promote fair employment, increase the interest of girls to pursue STEM careers and 
to tackle the unfairness and discrimination (European Commission, 2019).

Women in technology and science in the EU 

There are over 15 million scientists and engineers in the European Union (EU)3 . And 
while nowadays more and more women enter STEM fields and the ICT (Information and 
Communications Technology) market is booming, men still fill most of the technology-related 
jobs in the EU. In 2018, the proportion of women in engineering and science in the EU accounted 
for 41% (Eurostat, 2018).

Eastern European countries such as Lithuania (57%), Latvia (52%) and Bulgaria (52%) are leading 
countries regarding  the number of women employed in STEM; having even more females than 
males employed in certain sectors (e.g. science and research) (Figure 1). These statistics are 
noticeable as in comparison with Japan – the country known for its technological advances – 
where only 13% of all software designers and coders are women, which is less than half of the 
number of Bulgaria’s ICT female workers (32%)2. According to the available datasets, in Finland, 
Luxembourg, Hungary and Germany only 1 in 3 technology and science employees are women.
When it comes to the distribution of women who work as specialists in the ICT market in the EU, 
the statistics are even lower. Women represent only about 16.7% of the ICT workforce in the EU 
(EDJNet, 2018). 

2 “Women in Tech by Country”. European Women in Tech, 2019: https://www.europeanwomenintech.com/blog/women-in-tech-by-country 
3  “Women in science and technology”. Eurostat, 2018 : https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/EDN-20200210-2 

https://www.europeanwomenintech.com/blog/women-in-tech-by-country
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-eurostat-news/-/EDN-20200210-2
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The EC’s study: Women in Digital Scoreboard, which assessed the EU countries’ performance 
in terms of women’s participation in the digital economy, confirms that the largest gender gap 
occurs in the ICT specialist positions. This study, together with the Atomico study on “The State of 
European Tech”, further indicates additional factors contributing to the following findings:  

• only 34% of STEM graduates are women; 
• women in the ICT earn on average 19% less than men; 
• almost half of the female participants experienced discrimination in the tech sector;
• only 1 in 5 participants of tech Meet-ups were women; 
• 93% of the capital invested in tech companies went to all-male founding teams (Women 

in Digital Scoreboards, 2019; State of European Tech, 2018). 

In 2018, the significant gender disparity in the technology sector was also confirmed by the 
Women in Tech Index, which analysed 41 countries in the EU and the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD). 
In addition, according to data from Eurostat, males graduating in science, mathematics, 
computing, engineering, manufacturing, and construction, outnumber female graduates almost 
two to one. Even though there are more female students entering higher education overall, it is 
not represented in STEM majors.  

Initiatives, policies, and organisations supporting European women in tech

The EU and non-governmental organisations continue to create platforms, campaigns, and 
regulations to balance the inequality in the technology and science market. These entities 
advocate for closing the gender and salary gaps in STEM, and aim to encourage more female 
students to choose technology etc. The table below provides examples of these initiatives (Table 
1 provides examples of these initiatives).

Figure 1. Proportion of female scientists and engineers in the EU (Source: Eurostat)
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The U.S. perspective

In “Shaping Europe’s Digital Future”, the EC states that “digital society should be fully inclusive, 
fair and accessible for all”. Thus, one of the EC’s goals is that “more women can and must 
have rewarding careers in tech, and European tech needs to benefit from women’s skills and 
competences”. In this sense “the digital transition must be fair and just and encourage women to 
fully take part”.

The aspiration to have the digital society be fully inclusive, fair and accessible for all is equally 
appropriate for the U.S. This will allow better leverage of a country’s human resources to develop 
the  future, bringing multiple perspectives to address the challenges and opportunities, and 
harnessing latent STEM capabilities and interest across the population. While we have made 
progress, there is more to do. 

Table 1. An overview of example policies, campaigns, and initiatives 
supporting the women in tech in the EU. 

Initiative / Policy / 
Campaign Goals and mission

#DigitalRespect4Her
Campaign launched by the EC to raise awareness about online aggression aimed at women in
tech and to promote respect and good practices to resolve the problem of cyber bullying.

European Network for Women in
Digital

Platform promoting higher participation of girls and women in tech related studies and careers
across the EU. Tackling gender stereotypes, supporting diversity in STEM fields, and providing
resources for girls and women interested in ICT, engineering etc.

Member States’ Declaration of
commitment on women in digital

Twenty-seven EU ministers and Member States’ representatives plus Norway signed the
Declaration of commitment on Women in Digital at Digital Day on 9 April 2019. Raising the
political priority of women’s under-representation in the digital economy.

Declaration on an inclusive
company culture

The declaration signed online by ICT CEOs aiming at closing the gender gap and providing
an inclusive and gender-balanced work culture.

No Women No Panel Campaign to bring awareness to the composition of scientific and tech panels.

Women in Digital
Platform supporting higher female participation in technology and providing evidence and
estimates of the boost of the economy when more women in tech are recognised, included, and
supported.

Girls in ICT Day The international day of Girls in ICT suggested and implemented by the International
Telecommunication Union to empower and encourage girls to choose STEM careers.

European Women in Tech
The biggest EU conference celebrating successes and innovations engineered and owned by
women from across the tech industry. Supplying women with tools, knowledge, endorsement,
and networking opportunities.

WEGate: European Gateway for
Women’s Entrepreneurship

Providing up-to-date information, resources, career and networking opportunities for women
entrepreneurs who own businesses and start-ups, mostly in tech and ICT.

European Centre for Women in
Technology

The partnership of more than 130 organisations representing high-level expertise in women and
technology development from government, business, academia, and non-profit sectors working
together to increase the number of girls and women in technology and ICT in specific.

EU Prize for Women Innovators This prize recognises women entrepreneurs who have developed and brought an
outstanding innovation to the market.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-shaping-europes-digital-future-feb2020_en_4.pdf
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Women have been a minority in tech in the U.S. forever. The U.S. Department of Labor statistics in 
Figure 1 show that women were 38% of the total U.S. labour force in 1970, yet only 15% of the labour 
force in computer occupations. Women as a percent of the labour force in computer occupations 
rose, to a historical high of 34% in 1990, only to decline steadily to 25% in 20184 . Considering 
engineering as another field of technology, women represented 3% of the engineering labour 
force in  1970 and rose to 16% in 2018.  

Overall, women represented 51% of the total U.S. population in 20186, and 46% of the total U.S. 
labour force by 2016. While the historic underrepresentation of women in STEM fields is apparent 
in these figures, we have made good progress. Yet, there is more opportunity to better engage 
and retain women in STEM professions. 

STEM employment by ethnicity and race5 in Figure 2 shows the minority perspective in 2017. 
White individuals represented almost 73% of the U.S. total population6 , 67% of full time employees 
in STEM, and 73% of part time STEM employees. Meanwhile, Asians were 5.4% of the total U.S. 
population but represented 13% of full time employees in STEM, and 10% of part time employees 
in STEM, approximately double their census population percentage. Hispanics represented 18% 
of total U.S. population, but just 8% of full time and part time STEM employees, half of their overall 
representation in the population. Similarly, Blacks and African Americans represented 14% of the 
overall U.S. population, but only 7% of fulltime and 5% of part time employees in STEM.

4 “Women in the Labor Force”. U.S. Department of Labor, 2018: www.dol.gov/agencies/wb/data/facts-over-time/women-in-the-labor-force 
5 “National Survey of College Graduates”. National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, 2017. 

Related detailed data: WMPD table 9-11: https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf19304/digest/employment
6 “ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates”. U.S. Census Bureau, 2018: https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?d=ACS%205-Year%20

Estimates%20Data%20Profiles&table=DP05&tid=ACSDP5Y2018.DP05

Figure 2. Women % of STEM workers (Source U.S. Census Bureau)

http://www.dol.gov/agencies/wb/data/facts-over-time/women-in-the-labor-force
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf19304/digest/employment
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?d=ACS%205-Year%20Estimates%20Data%20Profiles&table=DP05&tid=ACSDP5Y2018.DP05
https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?d=ACS%205-Year%20Estimates%20Data%20Profiles&table=DP05&tid=ACSDP5Y2018.DP05
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7   “Women In Tech: Inconvenient Truths And Changing Perspectives”. Forbes, 2019: https://www.forbes.com/sites/julianvigo/2019/02/23/
women-in-tech/#644af5bf45d7

8  The White House President Barack Obama, 2014, https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/author/megan-smith

As we look to increase the number of minorities working in technology fields, to be part of the 
teams developing new innovations and expanding the use of advanced technologies such as 
artificial intelligence, big data and analytics, machine learning, the Internet of Things, distributed 
digital ledger technology, and cybersecurity, we need more women and people of colour to enter 
and remain in the workforce. We need diversity of thought and experience to identify challenges 
to address, and develop the solutions, and new opportunities to advance our capabilities in 
technology and society. 

There has been good progress this century in increasing visibility of women in tech leadership. 
Recent examples include Ginny Rometty being named Chairman, President and CEO of IBM 
in 20127 . In September 2014 Megan Smith was appointed the U.S. Chief Technology Officer by 
President Barack Obama8 . 

Figure 3. STEM Employment by ethnicity, race 
(Source: National Science Foundation)

https://www.forbes.com/sites/julianvigo/2019/02/23/women-in-tech/#644af5bf45d7
https://www.forbes.com/sites/julianvigo/2019/02/23/women-in-tech/#644af5bf45d7
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/blog/author/megan-smith
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In 2016, the movie Hidden Figures told the true story of three brilliant African-American women at 
NASA -- Katherine Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan and Mary Jackson - who were the mathematicians 
and “computers” who programmed the first mainframe computers at NASA, and were 
responsible for the mathematics and coding behind the successful launch of astronauts Alan 
Shepard in 1961 and John Glenn in 19629 . 

Even after NASA began using electronic computers, Astronaut John Glenn requested that 
Katherine Johnson personally recheck the calculations made by the new electronic computers 
before his flight aboard Friendship 7 – the mission on which he became the first American to 
orbit the Earth. Having worked at NASA in 1979, and later as IBM Vice President of marketing 
and strategy for the mainframe, the contributor to this paper Florence DiStefano Hudson12 was 
shocked in 2016 to learn of the story of these brilliant women. Sadly, their story was not told for 
many years as they were truly hidden figures. 

When the media, industry, government and academia increase awareness of successful 
inspirational women, we increase the motivation of young girls and women to pursue their 
dreams in these exciting fields. Role models deliver a subliminal message - If I can do it, so can 
you. As President Barack Obama remarked after Sally Ride’s passing at the age of 61, “Sally was a 
national hero and a powerful role model. She inspired generations of young girls to reach for the 
stars”10. Sally Ride along with other astronauts were role models for the U.S. contributor for this 
paper, a number of whom she was fortunate to have met as shown in Figure 3.

Organisations supporting women and minorities in tech have been growing, increasing 
connections to role models and mentors, and nurturing a sense of “belonging”. Organisations 
such as the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women 
in Computing, the National Society of Black Engineers (NSBE), and the Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers (SHPE) are a few examples. 

Figure 4. Meeting role models inspires women and minorities in tech (From Left: Florence DiStefano

Hudson with Astronaut Alan Bean 1976; with Sally Ride, First American female astronaut c1977 at a Society

of Women Engineers (SWE) conference; with Sally Ride and Florence’s daughter Kristen Danielle Hudson

c2003; with Astronaut Bonnie Dunbar and Kristen Danielle Hudson in 2005; with Mae Jemison, First African

American female astronaut in 2017).

9 “Katherine Johnson Receives Presidential Medal of Freedom”. NASA, 2015: www.nasa.gov/image-feature/langley/katherine-johnson-
receives-presidential-medal-of-freedom13 “Her-story, Florence DiStefano Hudson”. BridgeBizSTEM, 2015: https://bridgebizstem.wordpress.
com/2015/08/31/her-story-florence-distefano-hudson-2/

10 “Sally Ride, first US woman in space, dies at 61”. Yahoo Life, 2012: https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-
space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_
sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-
KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu

https://swe.org/
https://ghc.anitab.org/
https://ghc.anitab.org/
https://nsbe.org/home.aspx
https://shpe.org/
https://shpe.org/
http://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/langley/katherine-johnson-receives-presidential-medal-of-freedom
http://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/langley/katherine-johnson-receives-presidential-medal-of-freedom
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/sally-ride-first-us-woman-space-dies-61-214631931.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAGzxQRC19owXmJBDsByuB2GD7gA4tr12quy6SELz0Yj9QxsGkvqtihPYyTmXGz_mBq5_cjovatWuDxtCBWT_H4f6KC53XlcWuD6-KIVPuLON6DKYb-3EETZsX_e-neruyYjfET43PloaVJZ44tbovWSJ-k6icFiWfGckAu-eHkBu
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SWE has grown from a gathering of the founding group of 50 women engineers and scientists in 
1950 to a global conference in 2019 with 14,000 participants. NSBE had over 14,000 participants in 
their 2019 conference. The Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing attracted 25,000 
attendees in 2019. In the COVID-19 era, some of these conferences are going virtual. We should 
take this opportunity to reach and attract even more minorities to participate virtually and be 
inspired.

Diversity in engineering and tech organisations have strong and growing junior programmes to 
inspire students of all ages to become engineers and enter technical career paths. SWEnext and 
NSBEjr encourage children and students of all ages to explore the joy of engineering and tech. 
These efforts are helping increase the staying power of women and minorities in tech. But there 
is more to do. 

First, we need to encourage and support more women and minorities to enter technical fields. 
The diversity in engineering organisations such as SWE, NSBE, and SHPE support that, but 
the culture in the institutions both for education and work need to be inclusive to maintain 
participation. Second, once we educate and encourage them to enter technical fields, we have to 
help them stay in the field. This is a cultural, and an operational challenge. In the U.S. workforce, 
more men than women were employed full time in 2017 in science and engineering,  (12.8 million 
men versus 10.1 million women) and about twice as many women than men were employed part 
time (2.9 million women versus 1.5 million men). 

When asked why they were working part time rather than full time, 45% of the women engineers 
and scientists working part time said it was due to family responsibilities, while only 19% of the 
men cited family responsibilities as the reason. Looking at reasons for not working, women 
are much more likely than men to report family responsibilities (27% versus 6%)7. There is an 
expectation, and therefore a need, for women to take care of the family. The lack of affordable 
childcare is one of the challenges. 

Cultural expectations have strong effects on women not working in technical fields, perhaps 
much stronger than the lack of affordable and accessible childcare. Interestingly, women are a 
slightly higher percentage than men of minority college students in tech11 . The downstream 
effect of cultural and childcare impacts perhaps speak to why fewer women than men work full 
time in the science and engineering fields as described above. 

To improve STEM education and support for women and minorities, in 2017 the U.S. National 
Science Foundation launched a new program focused on Inclusion across the Nation of 
Communities of Learners of Underrepresented Discoverers in Engineering and Science (NSF 
INCLUDES). It is a comprehensive effort to enhance U.S. leadership in science and engineering 
discovery and innovation by proactively seeking and effectively developing science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) talent from all sectors and groups in our society. 

https://swe.org/k-12-outreach/youth-programs/
https://nsbe.org/home.aspx
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NSF INCLUDES is one of the 10 “Big Ideas” for Future NSF Investment. By facilitating partnerships, 
communication and cooperation, NSF INCLUDES aims to build on and scale up what works in 
broadening participation programs to reach underserved populations nationwide. 
The Director of the National Science Foundation from March 2014 through March 2020, 
Astrophysicist Dr. France A. Córdova, announced NSF INCLUDES in 2017, stating “Our nation’s 
future prosperity relies on advancing the frontiers of science – and reaching our full potential 
requires including all Americans in that effort,” as shown in Figure 412 ,24.

Discussion

The overall picture of women in tech in Europe is not ideal. While nowadays women remain a 
skilled, highly educated and an equal group in many sectors of life and labour markets, there 
is still a significant disproportion when it comes to the technology and science field. There is a 
consensus - reflected in many attempts and initiatives across the EU and the technology industry 
as a whole. Thus, Europe needs more scientists, specialists, and technicians in the STEM field 
(European Commission, 2004). 

At least half of them should be women – to close the gender gap, tackle discrimination and 
balance the opportunities. To emphasise such need even further, it is estimated that the 
European GDP could be boosted by about 9 billion euros a year if more women worked in the 
tech sector (EurActiv, 2016). On top of that, it is suggested that around 10 trillion euros could be 
added to the global GDP by 2025 by advancing women’s equality (McKinsey, 2018). 

There is a lot that needs to be done on multiple levels to bring out the real value of having more 
women involved in the EU tech industry. Young women need to be encouraged, supported and 
more visible in the technological innovations and the general message needs to change. The 
stereotypes about ICT belonging to men and inability of higher levels of the ICT world to simply 
communicate with female colleagues need to be ended once and for all. 

Figure 4. Dr. France A. Córdova announced the NSF INCLUDES Program in 2017
(Source: National Science Foundation)

11 “Undergraduate enrollment”. National Science Foundation: https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf19304/digest/enrollment
12 “List of NSF Directors”. National Science Foundation: https://www.nsf.gov/od/nsf-director-list/nsf-directors.jsp

https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf19304/digest/enrollment
https://www.nsf.gov/od/nsf-director-list/nsf-directors.jsp
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Women should not only be encouraged and rewarded on the same level as their male colleagues, 
but also actively involved, praised, and seen as an advantage and booster to the industry. The 
education systems should also pay more attention to better female acquisition for STEM classes, 
majors, and degrees. 

While the rate of females graduating in STEM subjects has been slowly increasing, which is great 
to see – it is not enough; we observe that as the number of tech and science programmes has 
increased so has the number of male graduates meaning that too little has changed to overall 
representation of female STEM students (Women Tech Network, 2019). 
The women who enter STEM fields need more support on the policy and legislation level, 
more media interest and presence to change the stereotypes, increased political and business 
leadership opportunities and more stimulating environments. 

The discrimination and bullying must be removed together with other social and psychological 
obstacles which still stop women from believing in their success in tech. Reorganisation of values 
and assessment of human potential, recruitment procedures, management and reward styles, 
and deeply rooted beliefs must all respond to the call of closing the gender gap and finally seeing 
women leading in the technology and science.

With better awareness of the issues, more aggressive and efficient policy making, understanding 
of the underlying factors, more dialogue, and shifting the ‘male-nerd’ paradigm in the tech 
environment to be safer and more welcoming for women - the times of the prosperous, fresh 
and thriving tech Europe which will be supplied, supported and led by more women, are closer 
than we think. 

Opportunities

The EU and the U.S. have the opportunity for mutually benefitting from an increase in women in 
tech. Their collaboration in science and tech propels science and discovery forward. Diversity of 
thought will yield more innovations with practical applicability across a larger and more diverse 
population and set of challenges. An increase in the number of tech educated and available 
individuals of all races and genders will help us better and more quickly leverage the technical 
innovations changing our world today, including the Internet of Things, Big Data analytics, Data 
Science, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and quantum computing. 

Collaborative efforts between the U.S. and EU to increase programs that fund women in Next 
Generation Internet can make a difference. Public private partnerships of government, industry, 
academia, and not for profit programmes –such as NGI Explorers, the EU fellowship programme 
to support researchers and innovators to grow, learn and thrive in tech with U.S. partners–, 
have the potential to increase the awareness of society’s support for women in tech and 
entrepreneurship, helping them achieve their goals in these fields. Together, we can transform 
the inequalities of the digital economy, reinforcing the competitiveness of new generations no 
matter the gender.

https://explorers.ngi.eu/
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